
 

 

 
FITNESS FOR YOUR MACHINES 
Regular service will be worthwhile! 
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Evolution had millions of years for the 
development of our bodies. Although this 
has resulted in an ingenious concept, mis-
takes can sometimes occur leading to ill-
ness or other disorders. The less you take 
care of your body, i.e. the organs are „ser-
viced“, the less sport you do and the less 
you pay attention to healthy „ operating 
materials“, the more often you have to 
„repair“ them. In the past 25 years ACAT 
machine technology has put numerous 

 
new systems into operation:  sieve belt presses, 
centrifuges, screw presses and mechanical pre-
cleaning systems. All these machines were pro-
duced and installed with the highest quality re-
quirements; just as evolution did with our bod-
ies. In order to ensure that these systems can 
also „feel good“ in the long term, it is essential 
that they are regularly given a certain amount of 
wellness and fitness. Not only for the sake of the 
machines, but above all in the very interest of 
the operators: 

Not only humans and animals must take care of themselves if they want to age in good 
health. Those who allow their valuable machines and equipment a certain amount of care 
and service can also keep them functioning and „fit“ for many years longer. 

Original ACAT spare parts 
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With freshly replaced sealing lips, screw 
presses can achieve 3 to 4 percent more 
dry substance content, chamber filter 
presses can achieve up to 30 percent more 
efficiency with new filter cloths, and 
serviced pumps and units provide higher 
performance with lower power 
consumption.

If you care about your equipment (for economic 
reasons and for reasons of sustainability), please 
contact our two „fitness and wellness trainers“ 
Dietmar Strecker and Rudolf Kafka to arrange a 
date for the next maintenance of your 
machines. Thus, you can prevent your 
equipment from becoming an eternal „patient“. 

New filter cloths can achieve up to 30 percent more efficiency 

Well serviced - work like clockwork! 
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